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Mobile editors are a large but 
underserved portion of our movement Wikimedia project

Majority-
mobile editors

Hindi Wikipedia 63.2%

Bengali Wikipedia 60.9%

Persian Wikipedia 56.3%

Persian Wiktionary 52.8%

Urdu Wikipedia 51.0%

Azerbaijani Wikibooks 49.7%

Arabic Wikipedia 49.0%

Marathi Wikipedia 47.1%

Somali Wikipedia 46.3%

Tamil Wikipedia 45.2%

Gujarati Wikipedia 44.5%

Indonesian Wikipedia 44.0%

Burmese Wikipedia 43.7%

Malayalam Wikipedia 43.6%

Azerbaijani Wikipedia 43.6%

Uzbek Wikipedia 42.6%

Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia 42.5%

Hindi Wikibooks 40.7%

Mazanderani Wikipedia 40.0%

https://hi.wikipedia.org
https://bn.wikipedia.org
https://fa.wikipedia.org
https://fa.wiktionary.org
https://ur.wikipedia.org
https://az.wikibooks.org
https://ar.wikipedia.org
https://mr.wikipedia.org
https://so.wikipedia.org
https://ta.wikipedia.org
https://gu.wikipedia.org
https://id.wikipedia.org
https://my.wikipedia.org
https://ml.wikipedia.org
https://az.wikipedia.org
https://uz.wikipedia.org
https://arz.wikipedia.org
https://hi.wikibooks.org
https://mzn.wikipedia.org
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Raise your hand (o/ in chat) if you 
edit from a mobile device often

● What is your experience with mobile web?

● What s̓ the biggest problem you face?



Can we increase the number of 
mobile-first content 

moderators?



Desktop-first Mobile-first Mobile-only

Total in category 93,408 14,959 7,593

Participated in Talk 
namespace

46% 29% 18%

Participated in Project 
(Wikipedia:) 
namespace

40% 21% 11%

At least 1 non-trivial* 
user group

27% 10% 6%

Administrator 3.4% (3,210) 0.2% (23) 0% (1)

Active editors (5+ edits/month), October 2021 - April 2022
Mobile-first: 50%+ edits on mobile web

*  not “autoconfirmed”, “extendedconfirmed”, or “editor”



Mobile-first editors 
are far less likely to be 
moderators & 
administrators

What do you think are the barriers for 
newer editors using moderation tools 
(e.g. undoing edits, reporting bad 
content) on mobile?

How can we help mobile users to 
discover moderation tools in a 
collaborative, non-destructive manner?



A theory about how new editors 
become active members of a 

Wikimedia project



Four key pages for 
engaging in 
content moderation

Page history I can see every edit made to a page

User 
contributions

I can see every edit another person has 
made

Diff I can view and take actions on other 
people’s edits

Watchlist I can track other people’s edits to pages I 
care about

After making their first edits, new 
editors need to learn …

Are we missing anything here?



First steps: 
improving Diffs



Diff sketches

What do you like or dislike about these 
sketches?

What do you think about in-line diffs 
and two-column diffs?

What do you think of this full Undo 
confirmation?



What else needs to 
be in place?

What else should we be thinking about 
in terms of content moderation on 
mobile?

What moderation tasks might be 
especially well suited to mobile, and 
which would be too difficult?



Staying up-to-date

Watch our pages on MediaWiki at 
[[Moderator Tools]]

Contact us directly 
(swalton@wikimedia.org)

Sign up to our newsletter:
MediaWiki:
[[Moderator Tools/Newsletter]]

https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Moderator_Tools
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Moderator_Tools/Newsletter
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